
PROJECT IDEO MOBI ASOKE SIZE 34.5 T.O.P Nov-18
LOCATION PETCHABURI FLOOR 34 PURCHASE PRICE 6,137,550.00         

UNIT 34-06 TYPE 1 BED SELLING PRICE 6,555,000.00         
TENTURE FREEHOLD GROSS RENTAL 4.00% DIFFERENCE 417,450.00            
PERIOD 5 YEARLY RENTAL 262,200.00 MONTHLY RENTAL 21,850.00              

(M) PRICE/SQM 205,000.00 (P) PRICE/SQM 177,900.00 (S) PRICE/SQM 190,000.00            

INT GAINS / YEAR
3% 5%

1 262,200.00           7,866.00                270,066.00            327,750.00            6,882,750.00         
2 532,266.00           15,967.98              548,233.98            344,137.50            7,226,887.50         
3 810,433.98           24,313.02              834,747.00            361,344.38            7,588,231.88         
4 1,096,947.00        32,908.41              1,129,855.41         379,411.59            7,967,643.47         
5 1,392,055.41        41,761.66              1,433,817.07         398,382.17            8,366,025.64         
6 1,696,017.07        50,880.51              1,746,897.58         418,301.28            8,784,326.92         
7 2,009,097.58        60,272.93              2,069,370.51         439,216.35            9,223,543.27         
8 2,331,570.51        69,947.12              2,401,517.63         461,177.16            9,684,720.43         
9 2,663,717.63        79,911.53              2,743,629.16         484,236.02            10,168,956.46       

10 3,005,829.16        90,174.87              3,096,004.03         508,447.82            10,677,404.28       

CASH FLOW SOLD PROFIT
1,433,817.07  1,811,025.64        

RENTAL YIELD PROPERTY GAINS
21.87% 27.63%

Disclamier 

All calculations and data presented within the Propnamics publications and digital marketing and media including but not limited to websites, brochures, presentations and return models are deemed to be accurate, but accuracy is not guaranteed. 
The projected pro forma returns on investment are intended for the purpose of illustrative projections to facilitate analysis and are not guaranteed by Propnamics Co Ltd, or its affiliates and subsidiaries. Past performance is not an indicator of future 
results.  The information provided herein is not intended to replace or serve as a substitute for any legal, real estate, tax, or other professional advice, consultation or service. The prospective buyer should consult with a professional in the respective 
legal, tax, accounting, real estate, or other professional area before making any decisions or entering into any contracts pertaining to the property or properties described herein. All marketing and media material has been prepared to provide 
summary, unverified information to prospective purchasers, and to establish only a preliminary level of interest in the subject property. The information contained herein is not a substitute for a thorough due diligence investigation. Propnamics has 
not made any investigation, and makes no warranty or representation, with respect to the income or expenses for the subject property, the future projected financial performance of the property, the size and square footage of the property and 
improvements, the presence or absence of contaminating substances, PCB’s or asbestos, the compliance with State and Federal regulations, the physical condition of the improvements thereon, or the financial condition or business prospects of any 
tenant, or any tenant’s plans or intentions to continue its occupancy of the subject property. The information presented has been obtained from sources we believe to be reliable; however, Propnamics has not verified, and will not verify, any of the 
information contained herein, nor has Propnamics conducted any investigation regarding these matters and makes no warranty or representation whatsoever regarding the accuracy or completeness of the information provided. All potential 
buyers must take appropriate measures to verify all of the information set forth herein.

TOTAL 

IDEO MOBI ASOKE INVESTMENT PLAN

INVESTMENT PLAN

YEAR
YEARLY INCOME

FIXED DEPOSIT

BAL IN BANK

CAPITAL APPRECIATION

AVERVAGE

49.50%

REMARKS
This property unit is facing north overlooking petchaburi (siam) direction with. 
This is a 5 years investment plan. Currently seller is desprate to sell this unit due 
to personal cash flow. Therefore we would be able to lower the selling price. 
The buyer needs to understand that this is just purely an investment forecast, 
actual investment returns may not be the same as projected. 

TOTAL INVESTMENT RETURNS

3,244,842.71

TOTAL CASH PROFIT


